[1] Multipath, wherein a signal arrives at the receiving antenna by more than one path, is a significant and largely unmodeled source of GPS positioning error. We present a technique for mitigating specular multipath in GPS carrier phase measurements using the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), in which the frequency and amplitude content of non-stationary oscillations in SNR are modeled to extract multipath parameters (direct and reflected signal amplitudes, and the phase difference between direct and indirect signals). The frequency content of SNR data is estimated using wavelet analysis, then used to initialize an adaptive least squares process to solve for time-varying multipath parameters. Multipath corrections derived from these parameters are applied to the phase observables. We demonstrate this technique using campaign GPS data collected over a large salt flat (Salar de Uyuni), specifically a tripod-mounted station which experienced long-period (300-2000 s) multipath oscillations in SNR from ground reflections. By contrasting position solutions before and after applying multipath corrections, we demonstrate a reduction in carrier phase postfit residual RMS of up to 20% for static positioning, and 1-7 dB reduction in spectral power at multipath periods for kinematic positions.
Introduction
[2] A precise model for the carrier phase observable is crucial to high-precision Global Positioning System (GPS) applications such as geodesy. Although many GPS model improvements have been made in the last decade [e.g., Springer et al., 1998; Mader, 1999; Altamimi et al., 2002; Kedar et al., 2003] , to date there is no accepted model to account for multipath effects, specifically the effects of specular multipath (reflections from a smooth surface resulting in slowly varying systematic errors) on the GPS carrier phase. Specular multipath leads to positioning errors whether position is computed at every epoch Choi et al., 2004; Bock et al., 2000] or a single position is determined from 24 h of data [Elosegui et al., 1995] . In high multipath environments these range errors can be substantial, on the order of meters for pseudorange and several centimeters for phase [Braasch, 1996] .
[3] Our method for modeling and correcting carrier phase multipath relies on signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) data. Earlier studies incorporated SNR measurements in correcting carrier phase multipath in aerospace environments [Comp and Axelrad, 1997; Reichert, 1999; Reichert and Axelrad, 1999] with a master and several slave antennas in a closely spaced array, i.e., differential multipath. Comp and Axelrad [1997] demonstrated how differential carrier phase multipath could be reduced up to 47% by modeling the frequency and amplitude content of differential SNR. Ray [2000] and Ray and Cannon [2001] developed a method for jointly filtering single-differenced measurements of code, carrier phase, and SNR to determine multipath parameters. Subsequent multipath corrections resulted in an average of 22% and 15% reduction in code and carrier residuals, respectively. Accuracy was improved by 21% and 24% for differential code and carrier positioning, respectively.
[4] This study adapts the differential-multipath methodology to undifferenced carrier phase data so that the method can be applied to the stand-alone GPS stations commonly used in geodetic networks. For this type of application, an effective phase multipath mitigation technique would take into account a number of features unique to geodetic and CGPS sites, networks, and archives: solitary GPS antennas located in both rural and urban environments; the variety of existing GPS receiver models; antenna orientations with little below-horizon (<0°) observability of GPS satellites; and large existing archives of GPS data with variable sample intervals. Thus this study establishes a technique to correct single-station phase multipath using undifferenced observables. This technique is not receiver-specific nor designed specifically for real-time operation. It could potentially be applied to various models and types of GPS receivers using observables already available in archived data.
[5] The paper first outlines the relationships between SNR and phase multipath, and demonstrates how multipath errors in carrier phase observables are a function of the frequency and amplitude content of SNR data. SNR data are used to generate profiles of carrier phase multipath for individual satellites, and the profiles are subsequently used to remove carrier phase multipath errors. Least squares position solutions with and without the correction profiles are then computed and evaluated. The advantages and limitations of this technique in the context of a simplified multipath environment are also discussed.
SNR and Carrier Phase Multipath Theory
[6] This section uses terminology specific to GPS multipath, which is summarized here and in Table 1 . In a multipath-free environment, the receiver intercepts signals traveling a direct path between the GPS satellites and a receiver, so that the single-channel signal power is equivalent to the direct signal amplitude, denoted A d for an individual satellite. Upon reflection from a surface, an indirect signal is attenuated so that its amplitude A m is less than the direct, i.e., A m A d . In some cases it is useful to describe the multipath and direct amplitudes as a ratio, a = A m /A d . Because reflected signals arrive by an indirect path, the reflected signal has a longer path length than the direct. This additional path length, referred to as the path delay (d), creates a range error, which subsequently leads to a positioning error. The phase multipath error is expressed as df, in units of cycles. The reflected signal's carrier wave, upon reception by the GPS antenna, will likely have a different phase than the direct signal; the difference in the phases of the two signals is described as the multipath relative phase, y.
[7] Although derivations of the exact multipath-SNR relationships have been given by many others [Axelrad et al., 2005; Ray, 2000; Comp, 1996; Georgiadou and Kleusberg, 1988] , the salient equations are summarized here to demonstrate that, in theory, the frequency and amplitude content of SNR data are directly related to carrier phase multipath errors. We direct the reader to for precise derivations and additional background material. Under the simplified model of GPS signal tracking in the presence of direct and reflected signals, multipath-SNR equations can be derived which express the phase error df and the signal-to-noise ratio S in terms of the multipath parameters (Table 1) :
Because the time-dependent behavior of both these quantities is dominated by the sine or cosine of y, it is important to understand the time-dependency of the multipath relative phase. As discussed by Comp [1996] and , y is a function of the receiversatellite geometry (Figure 1 ): the perpendicular antennareflector distance h and several angles measured relative to local horizontal, i.e., the angle of reflection at the surface b, the satellite elevation angle q, and reflector tilt g:
where l is the GPS wavelength. Note that the absolute value in equation (4) is a general formulation of b which Figure 1 . Geometry of a forward-scatter specular multipath reflection from a planar surface tilted at angle g and located at a distance h from the antenna phase center. The angle of incidence b at the surface is equivalent to the angle of reflection, and q is the satellite elevation angle. Bold arrows show the additional path length (d = 2hsinb) traveled by the multipath signal relative to the direct. All objects are considered coplanar (no third dimension), and all angles are defined relative to local horizotal.
holds true for both forward (Figure 1 ) and backscatter geometries [Bilich, 2006] . By assuming reflecting objects persist so that g and h are constant, the only time-dependent factor remaining in equation (4) is the satellite motion (satellite elevation angle). Taking the time-derivative of y:
As will be shown below, the sign of dy/dt must be unambiguous for proper computation of multipath phase corrections. If we assume that g is both time-invariant and so small as to be negligible compared to q, b ffi q and db/dt ffi dq/dt. Thus the time-derivative of equation (3) becomes:
By assuming multipath reflections originate from flat ground or low-angle surfaces, resulting in a purely forward-scatter geometry, the sign of w dy/dt is determined simply by recognizing if the satellite is ascending or descending as a function of time. Therefore this study seeks to model only ground multipath reflections with small g because the sign of dy/dt for flat ground reflections is well-understood.
Multipath Estimation Methodology
[8] In order to correct for multipath on the GPS carrier phase, amplitudes A m and A d and multipath relative phase y must be estimated as a function of time. The previous section provided the theoretical underpinnings of the relationship between SNR and phase multipath; this section outlines a method where SNR data are modeled to estimate these multipath parameters as time-varying quantities. The proposed method draws strongly from the algorithms used by Comp [1996] and Comp and Axelrad [1997] .
[9] The following steps progress from SNR as reported by the GPS receiver (S) to carrier phase multipath corrections (df). First, the SNR profile is separated into two parts: the SNR due to the direct signal, and the SNR due to multipath. The SNR from the direct signal provides an estimate of the direct amplitude, and the residual SNR due to multipath is employed in subsequent analysis stages. Next, the dominant multipath frequency as a function of time is determined via wavelet analysis. The sign of each multipath frequency is determined by limiting the analysis to multipath reflections off of flat ground or moderately tilted surfaces. Each time-localized estimate of multipath frequency is then used in an adaptive least squares process to estimate the multipath relative phase and multipath amplitude. Once the multipath parameters A d , A m , and y have been determined, equations (1) -(2) are applied to construct carrier phase corrections for multipath errors while also reconstructing the SNR profile as a check on the estimation process. Although based upon the earlier work of Comp [1996] and Comp and Axelrad [1997] the process described here has a few key changes and simplifications: estimation of multipath frequencies via wavelet analysis, modeling only single-antenna and single-reflector multipath, and incorporating assumptions of satellite-receiver geometry.
[10] The method described in this study is only applicable to receiver models that report SNR data in a way consistent with the simplified multipath model described above. We note that it is likely that many high-quality receivers implement some sort of proprietary multipath mitigation strategies at the tracking level which would alter or negate the simplified multipath model proposed here. However, it is difficult to confirm which GPS receiver models obey the above SNR-multipath relationships without knowledge of how the SNR quantity is computed within the receiver hardware and firmware, and receiver manufacturers are often reluctant to provide this information. This study uses SNR quantities recorded by the receiver and reported in RINEX files. When available in RINEX, SNR are reported as observable types S1 and S2 and record ''raw signal strengths or SNR values as given by the receiver for L1, L2 phase observations'' [Gurtner, 1994] . SNR data quality analysis by indicates that the Ashtech Z-12 receivers report SNR for the L1 phase that are consistent with the simplified multipath model, therefore L1 Ashtech Z-12 data are used in this study.
Signal Component Separation
[11] For a single satellite, the SNR reported by the receiver S(t) can be modeled as the sum of the SNR due to the direct signal and the SNR due to multipath, respectively denoted S and dS. The SNR time series for each satellite must be separated into these direct and multipath components for two reasons: to obtain an estimate of the direct amplitude and to remove the largest amplitude trend from the SNR data, the latter of which increases robustness of the spectral analysis and estimation stages.
[12] The overall magnitude trends of S and dS are largely determined by the receiving antenna's gain pattern ( Figure 2a ). For satellites observed at positive elevation angles, most geodetic antenna gain patterns will yield a direct signal SNR time series with maximum amplitude when the satellite reaches its apex ( Figure 2b ). In contrast, most multipath geometries will reflect the signal in such a way that the reflected signal will pierce the gain pattern at negative elevation angles, resulting in smaller signal amplitudes than S and maximum multipath amplitudes at the arc extremities ( Figure 2b ).
[13] Based upon the variable gain of direct and multipath signal components, this study assumes that long-period, very large amplitude oscillations in the S(t) of an entire satellite pass are due to the direct signal. The direct signal SNR is modeled by fitting a polynomial of order 5-15 to each S(t) series; removing this polynomial leaves dS(t), which is used in subsequent stages.
Signal Conditioning
[14] Next, the quality of each dS time series is evaluated and poor quality data are eliminated from further analysis stages. For the Ashtech Z-12 receivers and firmware used in this study, the SNR data were reported with 0.1-dB precision. When SNR data of this precision are converted to amplitude units on a linear scale (volts), the quantization levels become compressed for small dB values but are inflated for the large dB values, with differences of several volts for some adjacent values. Removing the direct signal component of SNR results in a dS time series with significant high-elevation sections that are now distorted ( Figure 3b ) and have the false appearance of oscillatory multipath behavior. At high satellite elevation angles the chokering antenna gain pattern dictates that A m ( A d , thus any multipath signature will be so small as to be obscured or misrepresented by the quantization distortion. Therefore in this analysis, data above 30°are thrown out to eliminate the distorted data sections. In conjunction with removing problematic SNR data from consideration, each satellite arc is separated into its ascending and descending components.
[15] Note that multipath effects are largest at the ends of the arc where A m ( A d , therefore multipath effects that we need to analyze will be greatest at the same time that edge effects might lead to improper parameter estimation. To avoid edge effects, each individual ascending and descending SNR time series is padded. The method of Kijewski and Kareem [2002] is adopted, where both ends of a dS(t) series are padded with a negative, reversed order version of the same series. This type of signal padding enables accurate parameter estimation at the extremities of each time series.
Frequency Estimation
[16] To determine the carrier phase multipath error, the phase of the multipath signal relative to the direct signal y must be estimated. In subsequent discussion, estimated quantities are denoted by the (^) symbol over a variable. Note that the time-varying nature of y generates oscillations in both SNR and carrier phase error (equations (1) - (2)) as these quantities are dominated by the cosine or sine of y, respectively. Thus the oscillatory behavior of SNR is defined by the rate of change of y, i.e., w dy/dt. We estimate w(t) (equation (6)) from the dS(t) profile and use these time-varying estimates of the predominant multipath angular frequency to computeŷ(t) in a subsequent analysis stage.
[17] In this study, estimates of the SNR frequencyŵ(t) are determined via wavelet transform [Torrence and Compo, 1998 ]. The wavelet transform method was chosen as it can be used to analyze time series with non-stationary power at different frequencies, as is the case for multipath. In addition, the wavelet transform yields estimates at every epoch, which is necessary for error profile computation. To compute the continuous wavelet transform W n , each padded dS time series of length N samples and sampling interval dt is convolved with the wavelet function Y:
where the asterisk (*) is the complex conjugate operator. In the wavelet transform, a wavelet of scale s is essentially translated along the time index n to ascertain the timevarying frequency and power of features in the time series. The continuous wavelet transform is approximated using the Fourier transform as outlined by Torrence and Compo [1998] . This study uses the Morlet wavelet, a sinusoid modulated by a Gaussian, as the wavelet function Y. The Morlet wavelet has both real and imaginary parts, therefore we represent the amplitude of the wavelet transform using the wavelet power spectrum jW n (s)j 2 , a real-valued quantity.
[18] The choice of wavelet scales determines the resolvable frequencies. In this study, the wavelet transform is computed over scales
where s 0 = 2dt is the smallest scale and J is the largest. A spacing between scales of dj = 0.15 was chosen as this value yielded sufficiently fine frequency resolution for slowly varying multipath. Equation (8) leads to discrete wavelet scales which are further apart as the wavelength increases, that is for the longest periods or lowest frequencies. At every epoch, the scale with maximum wavelet power is assumed to be the dominant multipath contributor, and that scale s is subsequently converted to an equivalent Fourier period or frequency. For any wavelet, the wavelet scale can be directly related to the Fourier frequency w [Meyers et al., 1993] ; for the Morlet wavelet w = 0.97s.
[19] Before proceeding to amplitude and phase estimation, the sign of the frequency values must be adjusted. The SNR, the oscillatory time dependence of which is driven by cos(y), is insensitive to the sign of the change in multipath phase, thus wavelet analysis yields frequency values that have no connection to the sign of w. However, the siny term in the denominator of equation (1) means that incorrect determination of the sign of w and therefore dy/dt will yield an inverted phase correction profile, essentially doubling the potential multipath error instead of removing it. Assuming horizontal reflecting surfaces and forward scattering (equation (6)) allows us to avoid this pitfall by establishing that changes in y and q with time will have equivalent sign. Thus the sign ofŵ is adjusted to be consistent with that of dq/dt, i.e., the ascending (+ŵ) or descending (Àŵ) portion of a satellite arc, before estimating the multipath parameters.
Multipath Parameter Estimation
[20] Adaptive least squares, hereafter referred to as ALS, allows dynamic determination of amplitude and phase as a function of time. In this implementation, the ALS is initialized with the frequency estimatesŵ from the above wavelet analysis and operates on the SNR data after the direct signal has been removed. In theory, it is possible to estimate the multipath frequency w in addition to A d , A m , and y using only dS as an input, but the ALS method is insufficiently robust to estimate w in the presence of noise [Comp, 1996] ; initializing the ALS withŵ increases ALS robustness and aids convergence of the multipath parameter estimates.
[21] The ALS estimates the multipath parameters by modeling dS as a cosine C in the presence of noise e with a time-varying mean offset of A 0 that accounts for the imperfect nature of the polynomial removal:
Equation (10) is given as a function of time t, where A m is the multipath amplitude and y is the multipath relative phase. Although ALS can estimate multiple multipath contributions at once, this study solves for a single dominant reflector.
[22] The ALS operates on this linear model of periodic signals embedded in noise (equation (10)). The multipath relative phase is a function of the time-varying multipath frequency (provided by wavelet analysis, here in radians), assumed to be constant from one epoch to the next:
The state vector at any epoch u(t k ) is composed of sine (inphase) and cosine (quadrature) components for each periodic signal, plus an additional element to estimate any mean offset A 0 :
The orthogonal sine and cosine components are included in the state pair so that A m and y can be separately determined. From one time to the next, the state estimate is propagated by the transition matrix, Starting at high satellite elevation angles (low multipath) and moving toward the lower elevations (high multipath), the state is sequentially updated via least squares under the minimum variance criteria. In this adaptive implementation of least squares a forgetting factor is applied to discount old measurements when updating the state and error covariance; forgetting factors of 0.99 for A 0 and 0.95 for y are used in This estimate of the phase error due to multipath df(t), in radians, can be used to correct GPS phase data corrupted by multipath errors. Multiplication by l/2p converts the phase error into distance units so that the magnitude of the phase error can be understood in terms of a range error.
[25] An estimated SNR profileŜ(t) serves as a check on the multipath parameter estimates; if significant differences exist between the raw SNR data and the reconstructed or estimated SNR profile, the estimates of one or more multipath parameters is in error. From equation (2), the composite SNR, which includes both direct and multipath effects, is: 
Because the SNR due only to multipath contains the most variation and has no dependency on direct multipath amplitude, constructing an estimate of the SNR due to multipath can be a useful check onŷ andÂ m :
dŜðtÞ ¼Â m ðtÞ cosŷðtÞ ð 19Þ
Salar de Uyuni Experiment
[26] A valuable GPS multipath data set was collected on the Salar de Uyuni, a large salt flat on the Bolivian Altiplano. The original purpose of this experiment was to provide ground truth data for the IceSat mission [Borsa, 2005; Borsa et al., 2007] , but the sub-decimeter topography and relatively uniform ground composition create a large horizontal reflecting surface well-suited to multipath study. This experiment involved a 3-station network of Ashtech Z-12 GPS receivers operating with Ashtech Dorne/Margolin model chokering antennas, with 11-17 m baselines between the three GPS stations (Table 2) . Two antennas (UYT1 and UY04) were mounted flush with the ground; station UYT2 was located on a tripod mount approximately 1.4 m above the surface. Figure 4 illustrates the experimental setup.
[27] The three-station network allows easy assessment of the characteristics of multipath-free versus multipathcorrupted position solutions. The characteristics of multipath-free results are established by solutions for UYT1 relative to UY04. Because both of these antennas are flush with the ground, they should not experience significant ground multipath. In contrast, a two-station solution with UYT2 (tripod-mounted) and UY04 (ground-mounted) should be heavily corrupted by multipath errors. Postfit phase residuals for each station pair are single-differenced to account for the least squares distribution of error in each solution. Station positions are relative to the 'center' location. Dh is the antenna height above the salt flat (ground) and is relative to the station position. Figure 4 . The Salar de Uyuni of Boliva, a 9000 km 2 salt flat in South America. This photo displays the experimental setup of UYT2 (tripod-mounted antenna) and UY04 (antenna flush with the ground); the setup of UY04 is analogous with UYT1 (not shown), located at a similar distance from UYT2 (Table 2) .
[28] Ten hours of data collected at 10 s sample intervals on 10 September 2002 were used in this study. The GPS data were collected with a 10°elevation mask, and all recorded data are included in the analysis. Data were analyzed two stations at a time in network mode with the GIPSY software [Lichten and Border, 1987] and precise IGS orbits [Dow et al., 2005] in the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) 2000 [Altamimi et al., 2002] . In all solutions discussed here, the position of UY04 is tightly constrained (s = 1.0 cm), a second station serves as the reference clock, and 100% of phase biases were resolved [Blewitt, 1989] . In early analysis it was noted that some of the multipath error for the tripod station would be redistributed to the wet troposphere estimate instead of the residuals or positions. To prevent this behavior, the wet troposphere delay was estimated as a random walk process (s = 5.0 Â 10 À8 km/ ffiffi s p ) using the ground-only network, then input to the tripod (multipath) solutions before and after corrections were implemented. The short baselines involved permit computation of single-frequency L1 solutions instead of requiring the traditional dual-frequency (L1 and L2) ionosphere-free solution. Because of questionable L2 SNR data quality , only the L1 SNR data were used to generate corrections.
Phase Multipath Estimation
[29] Corrections were developed using the combined wavelet-ALS algorithm, which was applied to all satellites tracked at station UYT2 on 10 September 2002. Only data between 10 and 30°elevation were used, resulting in 20 satellites and a total of 30 ascending and descending arc segments available for analysis. Under these restrictions, multipath phase corrections were applied to approximately 40% of the data points in the 10-h solution.
[30] Figures 5 and 6 present representative examples of estimated parameters and the resultant phase corrections. In ) with reconstructed SNR profile (heavy line) using theÂ d ,Â m andŷ estimates from above; (e) phase corrections and their effect on double-differenced L1 phase: dots = original double-differenced phase ddf, heavy line = phase correction df from multipath parameter estimates, light line = double-differenced phase after corrections have been applied. Double-differences were formed using PRN13 for ascending and PRN23 for descending PRN8 segments. each figure, theŵ from wavelet analysis is provided to demonstrate the distribution of frequencies typical for this data set. The estimates of multipath parametersÂ 0 ,Â m and y come from the ALS estimation stage, and equation 16 yields the finalÂ d value. Phase corrections (equation (17)) and SNR due to multipath (equation (19)) are computed from these parameter estimates, with the latter serving as a check on the estimation process. In addition, doubledifferenced phase observables ddf for the UYT2-UY04 baseline are included to directly assess the phase errors due to multipath. Because of the short baselines between receivers, several simplifying assumptions (equivalent tropospheric delay; ionospheric delay approximated as a low-order polynomial; satellite geometric range differences equivalent to station baseline length) were used [Hoffmann-Wellenhof et al., 1997] . To isolate the multipath error of a single satellite observed at UYT2, the satellite pairs used to form ddf are selected so that the satellite of interest is at low elevation (large multipath) and the other satellite is at a high elevation (relatively multipathfree). After applying the df corrections to the UYT2 phase data, the double differences are recomputed; with proper correction profiles, the majority of structured noise should have been removed from the new ddf profile.
[31] Results from PRN8 ( Figure 5 ) are typical of most satellites in this data set. Frequency estimates from wavelet analysis show some variability due to different satellite elevation angle rates of change for the ascending and descending passes, and quantization due to the discrete nature of wavelet scales (equation (8)). After passing these wavelet analysis frequencies to the ALS the resulting relative phase (y) values are quite smooth, indicating that variable frequency estimates did not adversely affect the ALS estimation. Multipath amplitude estimates vary with time, with a increasing toward the ends of the arc, yet some oscillatory structure is superimposed on this trend due to the interplay between phase and amplitude estimates. Overall, the dŜ and df profiles correspond very well to the dS and ddf, respectively. After phase corrections were applied to UYT2, most of the structured noise has been removed from the differenced phase and the double-differenced phase RMS has been reduced by 35%.
[32] Two satellites (PRN 2 and 7) had passes which did not reach 30°elevation; the ascending and descending segments of these arcs were analyzed with a single pass of the wavelet-ALS algorithm to maintain continuity of corrections for the entire arc. As demonstrated by PRN2 (Figure 6 ), the multipath periods lengthen as the satellite reaches its apex at 3.0 h. As the satellite begins to descend, the sign of dw/dt changes, which leads to temporary y tracking issues that end as soon as the ALS begins processing larger amplitude, shorter period oscillations. Despite these issues, multipath and direct amplitude estimates still Figure 6 . Results of the combined wavelet-ALS algorithm for PRN2, station UYT2, 10 September 2002, a satellite pass which remained below the 30°elevation cutoff. The double-difference ddf was formed using PRN13. See also Figure 5 . increase and decrease, respectively, toward the ends of the arc and result in large a at the lowest elevation angles. Although the reconstructed SNR profile matches the input dS, the phase correction profile appears somewhat out-ofphase for the descending part of the arc. Even with these difficulties, the RMS of the double-differenced phase is reduced 31% by implementing the phase corrections as shown.
Positioning Results
[33] To assess the impact of multipath phase corrections, UYT2 solutions are contrasted before and after implementing corrections. Solutions computed with ground-mounted antennas, assumed to be multipath-free, are used as a target for ideal correction of carrier phase multipath at the tripodmounted station. Two different solution types are analyzed: static positioning, where all data for the 10-h time period yield a single position estimate and all residual error will appear in the postfit residuals, and kinematic positioning at the data sample rate of 10 s, where phase error will propagate into the position estimates.
[34] When estimating a single position from all available data, errors such as multipath are largely distributed to the residuals; residuals from multipath-free and multipathcorrupted solutions are compared to understand the magnitude, frequency, and elevation angle dependence of phase multipath error as it propagates into the position solution. An example from PRN8 illustrates the primary differences between each solution's residuals (Figure 7 ). Largeamplitude oscillations are observed in the UYT2 (tripod) residuals while the UYT1 (ground) residuals appear to be largely white noise with slight elevation angle dependence of noise magnitude. Taking all residuals from the 10-h time period together (Figure 8 ) establishes the dominant trends. The ground-mounted antennas have a relatively uniform root-mean squared (RMS) error of 1.0 -1.5 mm at all elevation angles. In contrast, the tripod-mounted antenna experiences significant ground-bounce multipath error; the largest amplitude errors occur at low elevation angles, with the majority of the error below 30°elevation and a 40-170% increase in RMS relative to the ground residuals.
[35] Implementing L1 multipath corrections for UYT2 phase data leads to substantial improvement of the residuals. (Figure 9 ). However, some errors are still present in the residuals after implementing the corrections, notably a non-zero trend over 10 -20°which is not explained by the single-reflector SNR multipath model.
[36] Because the antennas were stationary during the 10-h site occupation, any non-zero measurements observed in positions estimated kinematically (at every epoch) are the result of unmodeled errors such as multipath. For the ground-mounted antennas, kinematic positions maintain zero mean over the 10-h period with white noise characteristics over 20-2000 s periods in all components (Figure 10 ), thereby establishing a benchmark for multipath-free positions. Positions for the antenna located 1.4 m above the ground show large amplitude systematic errors in all components, with significant non-white power at >300 s periods, consistent with ground multipath for the given antenna height. Incorporating phase multipath corrections leads to encouraging levels of error reduction. In general, Figure 8 . Trends in L1 single-differenced phase residuals as a function of satellite elevation angle for multipath-free, multipath-corrupted, and multipath-corrected solutions. All satellites in view during the analysis period are included and superimposed. Tripod residuals refer to the UYT2-UY04 baseline, whereas ground residuals come from the UYT1-UY04 solution. The bottom panel shows a histogram of the RMS of all residuals contained within a 5°bin for the three solutions. Figure 9 . Mean power spectral density of the singledifferenced L1 phase residuals before and after implementing L1 phase corrections to UYT2 data. Only residuals below 35°elevation are used (see Figure 8) , and spectra from individual satellites are averaged. the multipath corrections decrease but do not completely remove systematic errors in the position series. Most power reduction occurs at the expected multipath amplitudes of 300 -2000 s, with the greatest amount of power reduction in the east component, followed by the north then vertical components, on the order of 1 to 7 dB. Despite these increases in whitening the error spectrum of multipath-prone phase measurements, systematic errors still remain with much greater power than the ground-mounted antennas.
Conclusions
[37] This paper models GPS carrier phase multipath error using signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) data. Theory states that the time-evolving nature of multipath will lead to oscillations in both measured carrier phase and SNR data which have the same frequency but are out-of-phase. By estimating the dominant frequencies and amplitudes represented in SNR data, quantitative measures of multipath error in phase data can be derived.
[38] We present a method for determining absolute multipath at a single station that is based upon previous theory for differential multipath from closely spaced multiantenna arrays. For the single station application, additional simplifying assumptions specific to characteristics of geodetic GPS installations were made, from common satellite-receiver geometries to the likely geometry of reflecting surfaces. The SNR-multipath modeling method of this study used the wavelet transform to estimate the non-stationary spectral content of a SNR time series, then passed the frequency estimates to a filter that implemented adaptive least squares (ALS) to estimate multipath parameters such as the amplitude and relative phase. Multipath corrections for carrier phase data were derived from these parameter estimates and were then applied to the raw, multipath-corrupted phase measurements. One notable advantage of the technique described here is that contemporaneous data streams were used to generate the multipath corrections; unlike methods such as sidereal filtering or aspect repeat time adjustment [e.g., Larson et al., 2007; Choi et al., 2004] which require multiple consecutive days of data, this method is well-suited to mitigating multipath effects in campaign data where limited time is spent occupying the GPS site.
[39] This technique was applied to data collected on the Salar de Uyuni, a salt flat in Bolivia which serves as an horizontal reflecting surface of large extent and negligible topography with uniform reflecting characteristics. Contrasting solutions before and after applying multipath corrections shows that phase errors are removed at periods consistent with ground multipath reflections, with a 20% reduction in postfit residuals RMS at low elevation angles (data <20°elevation) and reduced spectral power in kinematic positions. This level of improvement is consistent with earlier SNR modeling work using differential arrays [e.g., Comp and Axelrad, 1997; Ray and Cannon, 2001] . Although the amount of improvement is considerable, contrasting these multipath-corrected with multipath-free solutions shows that the magnitude of corrections is insufficient to consider the corrected observables 'multipath-free'.
[40] Although the ideal relationship between SNR and phase multipath is well defined in theory, several factors limit the applicability of the SNR phase multipath modeling technique in practice. Of primary importance, it is expected that most high quality receivers implement proprietary multipath mitigation strategies at the tracking or observable computation phase. Multipath mitigation at the hardware or firmware level would alter or negate the simplified SNRmultipath model proposed here. Similarly, we note that other factors affect SNR and carrier phase but do not obey the same relationships as multipath; if, for example, SNR oscillations due to antenna phase center variations or antenna gain pattern ripples were modeled as multipathinduced phenomena, implementing phase corrections would only further corrupt position solutions. Likewise, the direct and multipath components of SNR must be properly separated to avoid mistaking residual direct signal as multipath. Finally, a generalized version of this technique would have to account for multiple reflecting objects of finite extent and different orientations. To use the technique presented in this study, these general environments would be separately modeled by iterations of the wavelet-ALS algorithm. Initial research into more complicated multipath environments indicates that contributions from multiple reflecting objects must have markedly different frequencies for wavelet-ALS iteration to be effective, a condition which is seldom met in actual antenna environments.
[41] Additionally, SNR data quality will impact the efficacy of the modeling process. The SNR data themselves must be estimated from the tracking loop outputs in such a way that oscillations in SNR are of equivalent frequency to oscillations in the phase error. Each SNR value must also be reported with sufficient precision for spectral analysis to properly resolve the constituent frequencies. However, experience with many stations, receiver models, and phase data on different GPS frequencies shows this is not always the case .
[42] Our experience in applying this technique to additional stations and receiver types indicates that extracting multipath amplitude and phase information from SNR time series is a difficult process requiring heavy levels of user input, data editing, and careful station selection. Nevertheless, the encouraging results from the Salar de Uyuni data set suggest that if SNR of high precision and accuracy were available on both frequencies for geodetic GPS sites, this method could potentially be useful for modeling and removing phase errors for simple multipath environments.
